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Areas to Consider When Selecting a Kindergarten:
Vision, Values, and Worldview
First and foremost investigate the vision, values, and worldview of the
schools being considered. Choosing a kindergarten that shares your values
will make it easier for you to raise your child with a clear and strong moral
compass. Consider Christian education; Christian schools reinforce the
biblical values we teach our children at home. They purposefully choose
curriculum that points our children to God. Things to look for include:
 Culture of Prayer: Is prayer a regular
part of the school day?
 View of Scripture: Do faculty and
staff believe and teach in such a way
that the Bible is revered as
authoritative truth? Do they teach
students to see the wonder of God
and his Son, Jesus Christ, in all
learning?
 Kindness and Friendship First: Does
the school promote kindness and
friendship among peers? How does
Choosing a
the school handle bullying?
kindergarten that
 Proper Obedience : Does the school
shares your values will
cultivate respect and proper
obedience to authority figures?
make it easier for you
 Discipline and Charity: Does the
to raise your child with
school strike a good balance between
a clear and strong
being disciplined and nurturing?
moral compass.
 Moral Formation: Are students
taught to respect and practice the
basics of Christian morality?
Academic Approach
Kindergarten is a joyful and exciting time for children to explore the world
outside of their home. It is also a time for students to acquire new skills that
will prepare them for success at the next level of schooling. The curriculum
should have clear objectives, but include playful activities that will further
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enhance academic skills. The best
kindergarten programs will promote a love
for learning and a provide students with a
basic set of foundational skills for future
success. Things to look for include:
 Early Reading: Are students being
exposed to high-quality literature? Are
the morals and worldviews being
Kindergarten is a
presented consistent with your family
beliefs? Is reading readiness being
joyful and exciting
promoted with story times, activities
time for children to
based on stories and prominent
begin exploring the
displays of books? Is there a focus on
learning new words?
world outside of
 Early Math: Are there plenty of number
their home.
recognition and counting lessons to
help promote math readiness?
Upper School
A good experience in kindergarten could mean spending many years with
this school community. Make sure you like what you see in all the grade
levels and not just in the kindergarten.

Kindergarten Evaluation Steps:
1. Visit the School
How do teachers treat students? How do students treat teachers and each
other? How effective is the staff? You want to make sure that the school has
a culture that you can fit into.
2. Interview Teachers and Administrators
Spend some individual time with the teachers and administrators. Ask about
the mission, the educational philosophy, and the everyday life of the
school.
3. Observe in a Classroom
Are the classes orderly and not too crowded? Do they combine healthy
structure with a playful spirit? Is student work displayed prominently within
the class?
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4. Examine the Curriculum
Get an overview of the curriculum. Is it ambitious or relaxed? What texts
and resources are used? If the school has elementary grades as well as a
kindergarten, examine any standardized test data that the school provides.
While these tests cannot tell the whole story, they do give some indication
of how well the curriculum is preparing the students for future academic
endeavors.
5. Investigate Parental Involvement
How do teachers and the school communicate important information to
the parents? Look for active parents who are participating in the school
activities and ask to contact a few parents for their perspective.

Heritage Classical Academy has a
strong Christian culture with a
classical curriculum that we
believe is worthy of your
consideration.
We wish you the best in your search for the right kindergarten. As you sort
through the many options available, we hope that you will consider
Heritage Classical Academy. Our school has a strong Christian culture with
a classical curriculum that we believe is worthy of your consideration.
Please contact us for more information or to schedule a visit:
Heritage Classical Academy
190 W. Streetsboro Rd.
Hudson, OH 44236
info@heritageclassicalacademy.org
330-998-0554

Equipping Students to Think and Live for Christ
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